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Abstract  
The purpose of this thesis is critically asses the merits of hydrodemolition as 
technique to remove defective concrete.  
This dissertation will describe in detail the history and development of 
hydrodemolition as a concrete removal technique, the operation of various 
hydrodemolition equipment and the processes involved in removing unsound 
concrete using hydrodemolition. 
The operation of and processes involved in some of the more established 
equipment to remove concrete such as hand held breakers, vehicle mounted 
breakers, scabbling tools and milling machines will also be described in detail.  
A comparison will then be made between hydrodemolition and these methods 
which will enable conclusions to be drawn on the merits of hydrodemolition as a 
concrete removal technique. Recommendations will then be made on the future 
use of hydrodemolition as a concrete removal technique. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
1.1   Introductory Remarks 
Concrete is one of the most widely used and versatile materials in the construction 
world. It has been around for many years and at times either relatively soon after 
the concrete has set or many years in the future may become in need of repair.  
1.2 Purpose of Research 
The purpose of this thesis is to critically assess the removal of defective concrete 
using the hydrodemolition method. Even though hydrodemolition equipment has 
been commercially available since the mid 1980’s, the removal of defective 
concrete using the hydrodemolition technique is relatively unknown in the 
construction industry. It is hoped that in some small way this thesis will make 
people aware of the positives and negatives associated with the hydrodemolition 
process. 
1.3   Dissertation Methodology 
The dissertation will be carried out in the following sequence:  
Literature Review 
All relevant hydrodemolition literature will be sought and a comprehensive 
appraisal will be made of each work which will enable the writing of a factual 
thesis. In this section the history and development of the hydrodemolition 
technique will be described in detail in the hope of giving the reader an 
introduction into the hydrodemolition process and an understanding of why the 
hydrodemolition method of concrete removal was created. 
Methods of hydrodemolition 
In this section the processes involved in the hydrodemolition technique and the 
operation of hydrodemolition equipment will be described in detail. This section 
will also look in depth at the positives and negatives associated with 
hydrodemolition and any significant health and safety concerns. 
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Established Concrete Removal Techniques 
Defective concrete was removed from structures long before the hydrodemolition 
technique was invented. In this section some of the more common alternative 
concrete removal techniques will be described which produce similar results to 
that of hydrodemolition. Their particular strengths and weaknesses will be 
highlighted along with any health and safety concerns. 
Comparison of Concrete Removal Methods 
In this section the knowledge gained from compiling the previous sections will be 
analysed and hydrodemolition compared with the more established concrete 
removal methods. 
Conclusions and recommendations 
Conclusions of hydrodemolition as a technique to remove defective concrete will 
then be made with recommendations put forward on how to improve 
hydrodemolition from a literature and technological point of view. 
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
2.1 Hydrodemolition History  
2.1.1 History and Development of Hydrodemolition 
Water is a substance that contains great erosive power, flowing water in a 
river or stream will attack cracks or voids in the bedrock and over time even the 
hardest rock will be eroded and carried away. Man mechanically harnessed these 
erosive properties and hydrodemolition was born. In essence hydrodemolition is 
the breaking out of concrete using water travelling at a high velocity and 
removing the concrete debris from the broken out area.  
A general description of the evolution of water as an erosive tool is 
described by (Summers, 1995, pp. 8-10) from its origins in ancient Egypt and 
Rome as a means to remove soil exposing valuable minerals and ore through 
hydraulic mining (Figure 2.1) of coal and gold in the 19th and early 20th century 
and to the development of water jets as a cutting tool in the latter half of the 20th 
century. 
                                 
             Figure 2.1 - (Hydraulic Mining - Rockerville Late 1800's) 
 
At the first international symposium on jet cutting technology held at the 
University of Warwick in April 1972 (McCurrich and Browne,1972, cited in 
Momber, 2005, p.3) presented a paper entitled “application of water jet cutting 
technology to cement grouts and concrete”, this was the first serious look at the 
use of water jets for concrete hydrodemolition (Momber, 2005, p.3). In this paper 
it was professed that water jet cutting of concreted featured poor energy utilisation 
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and estimated values between 400 and 4000 GJ/m3. The pump pressure applied in 
their experiments was 70 MPa (70MN/m2). They found that aggregate was 
impossible to cut at this operating pressure and a practicable site cutting tool 
would require pressure’s of no less than 380 MN/m2.  Momber (2005, pp. 3-4) 
states that both these declarations were wrong and professed that modern 
hydrodemolition systems work at pressures of about 100MPa, he argues that the 
discouraging research by McCurrich and Browne in 1972 held back the 
development of a commercial hydrodemolition unit by 10 years. 
The first hydrodemolition machine was developed in Italy in 1979, the 
design of the machine was led by (Medeot, 1989) and described under the heading 
“History, Theory and Practice of Hydrodemolition” in the proceedings of the 5th 
American Water Jet Conference as follows: 
In the late 1970’s, it was realized that the problem of removing large areas 
of deteriorated concrete (for example, bridge decks) was becoming 
increasingly urgent. The delicate and often difficult task requires; 
 
a) Total removal of all traces of deteriorated concrete; 
b) Avoidance of any damage to sound concrete and reinforcing steel; 
c) Good bonding, e.g., a good support surface between existing 
concrete and restoration materials. 
 
Traditional methods, based essentially on the use of pneumatic hammers, 
did not guarantee satisfactory results. 
 
In particular, the greatest problem was operator difficulty in 
differentiating between poor-quality and good quality concrete, which led 
to either incomplete removal of poor concrete or excess removal of good 
concrete. 
 
Research revealed that, although pressurized water could demolish 
concrete, no successful attempt had been made. In spite of this, we 
believed that water jets represented the most promising path and, in spring 
1979, we decided to start a research program aiming at producing 
equipment for removing concrete by means of high-speed water jets.  
 
The most important discovery made during this research was the 
following: “Removing a layer of concrete is a process which differs 
radically from boring and cutting”. To use a familiar example, it is like the 
difference between sawing and plaining a piece of wood: the tools are 
different, and so are the ways of using them. 
 
The failure of attempts all over the world was due essentially to having 
used techniques which were more suitable for boring or cutting. 
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Strong in this knowledge, we a few months to prepare a prototype which 
was successfully used on the Viadotto del Lago in November 1979 in 
conjunction with the Italian Road Authorities. The first commercial 
equipment was ready by spring 1980. 
 
After a series of improvements to perfect the system, hydrodemolition 
technology was introduced to other countries. The first was Sweden 
where, in the summer of 1984, the equipment was used on bridges and 
tested by the Swedish Road Authorities (vagverket), with very flattering 
results. (Medeot, 1989) 
 
In the early 1980’s  the development of high powered water jets to break out weak 
or damaged concrete was progressed in Europe by the Swedish National Road 
Administration according to Stromdahl (2011) as follows: 
The Swedish National Road Administration (SNRA) became more and more 
concerned with the disadvantages associated with the conventional methods of 
removing salt and frost damaged concrete from bridge decks and began research 
to find safer and more efficient alternatives. They were aware that high powered 
water jets had been utilized in industry to remove paint and hard cement deposits 
from various surfaces and theorized it may be possible to adapt the concept to cut 
away or demolish weak concrete. A joint venture was formed by the Swedish 
National Road Administration, Atlas Copco (construction and mining equipment 
manufacturer) and a leading Swedish civil engineering contractor to evaluate and 
develop the idea. The group concentrated their research on high pressure water 
jetting technology and on the production of equipment capable of selectively 
removing damaged or poor quality concrete from bridge decks while leaving 
sound concrete in place.  A project group called Conjet was formed within Atlas 
Copco which developed a prototype hydrodemolition robot in 1983 (Figure 2.2). 
The Conjet Robot was successfully tested on specially constructed concrete slabs 
made up of stepped layers of varying strength concrete and was also tested on a 
number of damaged structures in Sweden. The results of the tests conclusively 
proved high pressure water jetting equipment could selectively remove the layers 
of concrete of different strength and that the equipment did not cause any new 
damage to the roughened surface or create micro cracks in the remaining healthy 
concrete. The Conjet Robot was released to the world market in 1984. The 
research carried out by the Conjet team was supported by extensive trials carried 
out by Professor Johan Silfwerbrand at Stockholm’s Royal Institute of 
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Technology in the 1980’s. Stockholm’s Royal Institute performed pull off tests on 
new concrete bonded to surfaces prepared by high pressure water jets and hand 
held pneumatic breakers and found the water-jet prepared surface to be twice as 
strong as those prepared by mechanical chipping. The selective removal of 
concrete using high-pressure water jets was christened “hydrodemolition”.  
In 1990 the senior staff running Atlas Copco’s Conjet purchased the organization 
and formed the independent company Conjet AB. (The tailor made approach, 
1997)  
   
 
Figure 2.2 - Conjet Prototype Robot 1983 (Conjet 2011) 
 
2.1.2 Historical Overview 
A general overview of the development of hydrodemolition is provided by 
Bernard (1995, pp.426-427) at the 8th American Water Jet Conference in a paper 
entitled “Hydo-demolition an alternative method for concrete removal”. The 
information can be seen in figure 2.3. 
Pre 
1900 
Early placer mines used volume pressurized water to 
overburden from ore. 
1937 Russian engineers developed a water canon which, when point 
loaded, fractured hard rock. 
1950’s Hand held water blasting and steam tools were used for cleaning 
in many industries: 
§ Mining 
§ Petro-chemicals and Oilfields 
§ Marine 
§ Pulp and Paper 
1961 The Swedish, Italians and Germans began using pressurized water 
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on construction retro-fit projects namely surface prep on bridge 
decks, piers, wharfs and other tasks related to concrete repair or 
restoration. 
1963 In North America, Dr. Franz and others were experimenting with 
water cutting of the frozen tundra and discovered that by 
entraining abrasive into the water stream, the tundra cut quicker. 
This lead to many early experiments using pressurized water/sand 
to cut other materials (concrete, stone, composites and metal). 
1967 Improved pumps and hand held tools were becoming more 
common and as pump pressures increased, concrete was being 
removed to varying degrees. 
1970 Early in the 1970’s the first semi-automatic positioning beams 
were used to hold and position water-jets. Pump manufacturers 
(European and American) were modifying equipment to increase 
pressures and flows. 
1980 Water cleaning and surface preparation was becoming a preferred 
cleaning method in all types of industries. 
1985 Ten to fifteen manufacturers worldwide were producing 10,000 
psi to 15,000 psi pumps of various flow rates using hand held and 
push tools to clean and in some cases remove concrete; however, 
safety concerns, work place hazards and production rates 
demanded automated systems. 
1986 Water Jet technology flourished, with Hydro-demolition systems 
gaining acceptance in Canada and the US. 
Most manufacturers were producing new nozzle designs, higher 
rated pumps, better hose, and improved applicator systems which 
generally consisted of: 
 
§ Diesel Engine 
§ A Pump (15,000 PSI to 30,000PSI) 
§ Remotely operated control system 
 
1990 Water-jetting technology continues to improve; pumps, high 
pressure hoses, robotic applications and associated parts are more 
reliable. 
 
Robotic applications of Hydro-demolition systems have 
completed many concrete removal tasks safely and efficiently. 
 
Controlled removal of various depths are achieved on horizontal, 
vertical and overhead surfaces: 
 
§ Bridge decks 
§ Parkades (suspended slabs) 
§ Dam walls and slopes 
§ Pier faces and caps 
§ Expansion joints 
§ Soffit and capitals 
§ Cement and grain silos 
§ Hole boring (various sizes) 
 
Today systems generally consist of: 
 
§ Larger diesel engines with silencers 
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§ Higher pressure pumps (to 60,000 psi) 
§ Remote controlled applicators 
§ Waste water collection systems 
§ Vacuum removal of cut debris 
1994 / 95 Improving water-jet technologies will result in: 
§ Quieter systems 
§ Less water consumption 
§ Higher pressures 
§ Improved robotics and positioning devices 
§ “ph” balance recirculating waste water processing system 
§ Reduce cement paste to cake for re-cycle 
§ Increased removal rates result in lower costs                                                                             
Figure 2.3 -  History of Hydrodemolition (Bernard, 1995, pp.426-427)                                             
 
2.2 Current Technology 
 
2.2.1     Current Technology Introduction 
Put simply hydrodemolition machines are mobile devices which consist of an 
engine which drives a high pressure pump which in turn forces water at a high 
pressure out through a small opening at the end of a spraying device. Momber 
(2005, p.68) describes what a hydrodemolition machine encompasses as follows: 
High pressure water jet machines consist of the following major parts: 
 
§ Drive; 
§ Pressure generator; 
§ Hose lines; 
§ Spraying devices; 
§ Safety mechanisms; 
§ Control and measurement devices. 
 
Mobile high-pressure water jet machines are mobile-readily transportable 
machines which are designed to be used at various sites, and for this 
purpose are generally fitted with their own undergear or are vehicle 
mounted. All necessary supply lines being flexible and readily 
disconnectable. Stationary high-pressure water jet machines are machines 
designed to be used at one site for a period of time but being capable of 
being moved to another site with suitable equipment. They are generally 
skid or base frame mounted with supply lines cable of being disconnected. 
(Momber, 2005, p.68) 
              
2.2.2 Types of Hydrodemolition Machines 
2.2.2.1    Hand-held Devices 
Hand-held devices consist of a high pressured water jet being forced out through a 
small opening in the nozzle of a hand-held high pressure gun or lance. The article 
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Stromdahl (2011) states a major advantage of hand-held water jetting equipment 
is that is particularly effective where the concrete to be removed is hard to reach 
or access is limited. The article goes on to list some of the negative aspects of the 
hand-held demolition technique, which are: there is no ability to pre-set the lance 
to a certain quality depth, they are difficult to work with which require frequent 
pauses, multiple operators taking turns and a there is a risk of injury to the 
operator from using the equipment. Hand held tools can be used as far as the jet 
reaction force does not exceed a value of FR=250N, additional body support must 
be used for reaction force levels between 150N – 250N. (Momber, 2005, p.83).   
2.2.2.2      Hydrodemolition Robots 
As the title suggests the hydrodemolition machine places the operative away from 
the immediate work zone of the high pressured water jet which in turn removes 
the operator from the risks associated with hand held water jetting.  (The taylor 
made approach, 1997) describes a hydrodemolition robot as a remotely operated, 
computer controlled water jetting machine with built in automatic quality control. 
He further states that once the robot has been pre-set by the operator, the machine 
only removes under strength and damaged areas of concrete to a pre-determined 
quality above or below any steel reinforcement. A dated description of the 
operation of hydrodemolition machine is described by Summers (1995, p.328) as 
follows: 
A trailer houses the high pressure cutting drive and pumps, and this feeds 
water to a boom on which the cutting equipment is placed. The high 
pressure nozzle moves along a guide rail within a shrouded channel, on 
the end of a boom. The shroud acts to contain the resulting spray and 
debris, which can be collected after the excavation has been completed. 
(Summers, 1995, p.328) 
 
In general Summers (1995) describes the fundamentals of what a hydrodemoltion 
machine encompasses, however current equipment has moved on a great deal 
since then. A diagram of a modern hydrodemolition unit (International Concrete 
Repair Institute, 2004a, p.3) can be seen in figure 2.4. Modern machines are 
capable of working on the horizontal, on the vertical without support from ground 
level to a height of 7m’s (even higher with support), some possess 360o movement 
by means of a robot arm attached to a hydraulic boom which makes most surfaces 
accessible and a major recent innovation is the ability to work from the deck of a 
 bridge and access the side or underside of a bridge with the addition of an 
extension kit to the robotic arm figure 2.5. (Aquajet systems AB, 2011a) 
Fig 2.4 - High pressure hydrodemolition u
Institute, 2004
Figure 2.4 - Robotic arm extension kit
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Chapter 3 - Methods of Hydrodemolition 
3.1    Introduction 
Hydrodemolition is a process which utilises the erosive power of water travelling 
at high speed to remove damaged, deteriorated or unwanted concrete. This high 
velocity water is mechanically generated by a high pressure pump, powered by an 
engine which forces water out through a small opening at the nozzle of the 
hydrodemolition equipment. In this chapter I will endeavour to describe the 
various equipment and processes involved in hydrodemolition with their 
associated benefits and drawbacks. 
3.2    Hydrodemolition Power pack 
A power pack is the device that generates the water jet pressure in 
hydrodemolition equipment.  A comprehensive description of the operation of the 
components of a power pack (figure 3.1) is provided by Waterjet Industry (2012) 
as follows: 
 
Figure 3.1 – Power Pack Components (Waterjet Industry, 2012) 
1. Water Tank 
 
The water tank is fed from the main water supply or an alternative water 
supply and is made from a rust resistant material such as plastic or 
stainless steel. The water tank will generally have a filter inside to protect 
the pump by eliminating contamination such as a grit or dirt. The water 
 tank can be fitted with a low level water switch which will switch off the 
engine or electric motor to protect the pump.
 
2. Plumbing 
 
The water leaves the water tank and goes through the plumbing of the 
system. The plumbing prior to reaching the booster pum
high pressure and can be made from copper pipes or tubing. The 
important thing for the plumbing is to ensure that the discharge rate is 
adequate to continuously feed enough water to the pump.
 
3. Filter 
 
The water from the plumbing is fed throu
will remove any remaining contaminants from the system before the water 
enters the high pressure pump.  
Although not fitted on the water jetting machine above a Booster Pump 
like the one pictured below (figure 3.2) is a
pump can be fitted between the filtration unit and the high pressure pump. 
Fitting the booster pump ensures that the correct volume of water is 
delivered to the high pressure pump minimizing cavitation to the pump.
 
 Figure 3.
 
4. Pump 
 
Water Jetting Machine pumps range of flows and can have operating 
pressures up to 3,000 bar
Configured with plungers or pistons. Figure 3.3 below shows how a 
typical triplex plunger pump operates. Some manufacturers offer pump 
conversion kits that allow you to change the pressures and flow to suit 
multiple applications.
Figure 3.3 – Typical triplex pump operation
 
5.   Rupture Disc/Pressure Release Valve
 
Rupture disc’s provide a safety barrier to prevent the water jetting 
machine running over the rated pressure In essence Rupture dis
 
p is not under 
 
gh a further filtration system that 
 
 useful addition. A booster 
 
2 – Booster Pump (Waterjet Industry, 2011)
.  Pumps are generally Triplex pumps, 
 
 (Waterjet Industry, 2011)
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both water jetting equipment and the operators. Rupture Discs are rated at 
a specific pressure and burst when the water jetting machine pressure 
exceeds the rated pressure, when the disc bursts this creates a discharge 
and results in the system losing pressure.  
 
 6.    Water Outlet 
 The outlet end of the pump, this is when the water becomes really high 
pressure. A high pressure hose is generally fitted to the outlet and on the 
other end of the hose you attach the water jetting accessories that you 
require for your application. 
 
7.    Engine or Electric Motor 
 
 Pumps are driven by the engine or electric motor connected using direct 
drive or through a belt. Diesel powered Water jetting Machines can also 
have a spark arrestor attached to the exhaust and Chalwyn valve on the air 
intake making the machine compliant for zone 2 or Rig operations. 
 
8.    Base / Unit mounting 
 
 The water jetting machines base can be mounted in a variety of different 
ways depending on your application or if the water jetting machine is to 
be fitted in a fixed installation or if it is required to be mobile. The system 
can be mounted in Trucks, Trailers, Skids, Trolleys or just on a steel 
frame. Water Jetting Machines can be enclosed in a crash frame, covered 
with a hood or fitted with acoustic panels to dampen the noise. 
 
9.    Control Panel & Throttle 
 
 Like any other piece of machinery the water jetting machine’s control 
panel provides information and control of the equipment. Even the most 
basic control panel will feature a pressure gauge, Engine rev counter and a 
start/stop button. 
 Throttles attached to a water jetting machine and allow for manual or 
automatic control of the pressure of the system. The automatic throttle can 
be adjusted by hand or sometimes the throttle is altered automatically by 
the control panel 
 
 
3.3 Hydrodemolition Processes 
3.3.1 Water pressure 
The most important component of the hydrodemolition process is the jet of water 
being expelled from the nozzle of the hydrodemolition equipment. The velocity of 
the jet as it exits the nozzle is generated by the pump and is expelled in two 
pressure ranges, namely high pressure and ultra-high pressure. Ultra high pressure 
involves pressures greater than 170Mpa (Van De Bogaerde and Momber, 1998). 
The type of hydrodemolition work to be carried out at various pump pressures and 
 water volume flow rates can be seen in the graph in figure 3.
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 The machine is first set 
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 of sound concrete and 
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 much concrete will be 
the jet to traverse the 
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 concrete surface and the number of traverse times
regulating the distance the robot advances will increase or decrease the depth of 
removal. Once the relevant adjustments have been made and a specified depth has 
been reached, the operational parameters are recorded. The robot
the area of deteriorated concrete and the second test is carried out using the 
operational parameters determined from removing the sound concrete. If the 
quality and depth of removal on the weakened concrete is satisfactory the 
operational parameters of the robot can now be set (
Institute, 2004, p.5). 
Once the robot is calibrated, the operator is only there in a monitory capacity. The 
computer itself dictate
robotic unit. This ensure
water jet and to provide consistent quality
3.3.3 Concrete Removal Mechanism’s
 Momber (2005, pp. 14
cementious materials which hydrodemolition exploits to break out concrete. 
According to Momber the interface between the cement and the aggregate is the 
weak link in concrete which determines the
impingement. 
Rechsteiner and Wolfseher (1998) expand on the work carried out by Momber 
(1992), Momber and Kovacevic (1995), Momber and Louis (1994) and Werner 
(1991) and describe the initial process involved in water breaki
surface. Drying out concrete develops shrinkage
Rechsteiner and Wolfseher (1998) enable pressurised water to penetrate the 
concrete surface and create a hydrostatic pressure. This process can be seen in 
figure 3.6. 
Figure 3.6 – Water Removal Mechanism (Rechsteiner, A., Wolfseher, R., 1998)
 per location in conjunction with 
 then moves onto 
International Concrete Repair 
s all movements of the nozzle, the nozzle trolley, and
s precise control over the fluid dynamic properties of the 
 (Weyers, et al, 1993, p.230
 
-20) describes the failure mechanisms of 
 materials response to water jet 
 cracks whic
13 
 the 
). 
ng the concrete 
h according to 
 
 
 In essence when a high powered water jet is directed at 
the weakest point such as a 
opening, building up hydrostatic pressure which opens the crack further and 
allows the jet to attack the interface between the cement and 
breaking the aggregate and cementious 
3.3.3.1     Selective Removal of Concrete
If concrete is deteriorated or under strength and the speci
100mm, the hydrodemolition robot will be calibrated to cut to this depth. As the 
hydrodemolition robots water jet passes over the concrete it may encounter areas 
of concrete which are st
the deteriorated concrete will be removed leaving areas broken out deeper than the 
specified depth (figure 
concrete relative to sound concrete
Institute, 2004, p.9) 
In general this is a positive outcome, however
out on thin slabs care must be taken to ensure that the water doesn’t penetrate the 
slab fully and cause a 
require remedial work to repair.
Figure 3.7 – Selective Removal (Internat
3.3.4 Concrete Surface after Hydrodemolition
The action of the water jet as
strength aggregate which remains embedded and intact which creates a rough 
irregular surface. The rough and irregular surface
a concrete surface it finds 
pore or microcrack. The water jet then 
paste apart.  
 
fied removal depth is say 
ill deteriorated or weak below this level. When this occurs 
7). By this way the selective removal of deteriorated 
 is achieved (International Concrete Research 
, where hydrodemolition is carried 
“blow out”. This will not only cause a safety risk but will 
 
ional Concrete Research Institut
 
 it erodes away the cement paste does not cut normal 
 (figure 3.
14 
attacks this 
the aggregate 
 
e, 2004, p.9) 
8) left after 
 hydrodemolition can result in bond strengths equal or
concrete tensile strength (International Concrete Repair Institute, 2004
Figure 3.8 – Surface after Hydrodemolition (Rampant Hydro Services, 2012)
3.3.5 Reinforcing Steel after Hydrodemolition
When the water jet breaks 
trapped in the water jet. Through abrasion, this particle laden water jet cleans 
(without damaging) the reinforcing steel and removes any corrosion that has 
occurred (International Concrete Repair Institute, 
3.4     Hydrodemolition Devices
Modern hydrodemolition equipment is either truck mounted or 
container which makes transportation from site to site relatively simple. Each unit 
contains the hydrodemolition 
the hydrodemolition equipment
the necessity for an external power supply
operated in isolated locations where a power supply may not be readily availab
The only utilities necessary to keep a hydrodemolition unit operational is a supply 
of diesel and water. A typical containerised hydrodemolition unit is shown in 
figure 3.8 
 in excess of the existing 
 
away concrete, sand and cement particles become 
2004, p.2). 
 
robot and power pack which provides
. As each unit has its own power pack it
. This enables the equipment to be 
15 
, p.2). 
. 
 
housed in a 
 the power for 
 removes 
le. 
 Figure 3.9 – Hydrodemolition robot leaving container 
There are a number of manufacturers of hydrodemolition equipment around the 
world. According to PDW
world leaders in the field 
In general each manufacturer follows the same general 
their demolition equipment 
robot operates on a track
3.4.1    Hydrodemolition Rob
Figure 3.10 – Hydrodemolition robot front view (Weyers et al., 
Hydrodemolition robots
wheeled or tracked vehicle
from the power pack 
pressured water is fed to a cutting
(Aquajet systems AB, 
orld (2010) Conjet and Aquajet of Sweden 
followed by NLB and Jetage of USA and PTC of Italy. 
principles for the design of 
i.e. each hydrodemolition unit is easy 
 or wheel system and has an independent power source
ot 
 (figure 3.10) are computer controlled remotely operated 
s. The high pressured water is delivered to the robot 
pump via a twin walled high pressure hose. This high 
 nozzle which is attached to a trolley that 
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2011b)    
are the 
to transport, the 
.  
 
1993, p.230).   
passes 
 back and forth along a cross
oscillates (figure 3.11
trolley's programmed cycle, the entire 
pre-set distance. A rubber guard is 
operation to prevent the pressurised water
concrete removal zone
Figure 3.11 – Rotation 
3.4.2    Current Technology
Modern hydrodemolition robots are very 
to work on horizontal surfaces but also
Of the many hydrodemolition robot manufactures worldwide Aquajet systems of 
Sweden have produced 
3.12) which is extremely versatile and 
robots. A description of the operational capabilities of the robot
systems AB, 2012c) is provided below:
Figure 3.12 – A
-feed beam at a pre-set rate. The nozzle rotates
) at a constant programmed frequency. At the end of the 
robotic unit advances or indexes forward a 
affixed around the extents of the cutting 
 and flying debris from escaping
 (Weyers, et al, 1993, p.230). 
/ Oscillation of Nozzle (International Concrete Repair 
Institute, 2004a, p.4). 
 
adaptable machines with the capabilities 
 vertical, overhead and under bridge beams. 
a robot in the “AQUA CUTTER 710V classic
has the combined abilities
 
 
qua Cutter 710V Classic (Aquajet systems AB, 2012
17 
 or 
 the 
 
” (figure 
 of many other 
 from (Aquajet 
d) 
 The 710V robot is suitable for all 
The flexibility of the robot head allow vertical operations along the surface 
or down the surface. The detachable side covers on the front allow concrete to be 
removed (figure 3.13)
Figure 3.13 – Side detached
The overhead and vertical operational height is reached with the addition of 
hydraulically operated steel mast sections
carry any tower sections or protruding arms not needed for the current operation. 
With the addition of the mast
7m’s unsupported and with the addition of bracing
greatly exceeded. 
Figure 3.14 – Vertical and overhead operation 
 With the addition of accessories 
can be removed under or to the side of bridge beams
horizontal, vertical and on over-head
 all the way into corners.  
           
 and Corner cut (Aquajet systems AB, 2012
 (figure 3.14); the robot itself does not 
 sections the robot can be operated at height
 to the tower this height can be 
            
(Aquajet systems AB, 2012
such as extension kits (figure 3.1
, from around columns 
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 operations. 
and up 
  
e)       
s up to 
 
f) 
5), the concrete 
with 
 the fitting of a circular cutting head 
the replacement of the standard lance in the cutting head with a rotolance (figure 
3.17) 
Figure 3.15 – Under and side of Bridge operations  
Figure 3.16 – Circular Cutting head for around column 
Figure 3.17 -  Rotolance head and roughened surface (Hydroblast, 2012)
(figure 3.16).  Surfaces can be roughened with 
    
(Aquajet systems AB, 2012
     
(Aquajet systems AB, 2012
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150 –
  Hand-held Devices
Figure 3.18
tionally when people thought of hydrodemolition they would have envisaged 
erator breaking out concrete using high pressured water exiting a hand held 
 (figure 3.18). Although less common now
demolition robots
hydrodemolition 
 held hydrodemolition is
. European regulations state hand
without being fixed if the 
alent to a weight of 25kg (Momber, 2005, p.83).  
hand lancing requires body support when the jet reaction force is between 
 250N, with no support required when 
Figure 3.19 
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 – Hand lancing of concrete (Buxton Water, 2012)
 with the flexibility of modern
, there is still a requirement for a certain amount of 
on most projects. 
 limited by the amount of force a human body can 
-held hydrodemolition devices cannot be 
jet reaction force exceeds 250N which is 
As can be seen in figure 
the reaction force if less than 150N.
-
 
 
 
hand 
          Effective Volume Flow Rate l/min  Water jet back thrust reaction chart (Woma, 201
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2) 
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According to the International Concrete Repair Institute (2012, p.5) hand lancing 
lacks the precision of programmed hydrodemolition robots and cannot remove 
concrete as quickly. It should also be noted that there is no protection at the water 
jet nozzle to prevent the risk of injury to the operator or site personnel from flying 
debris. Hand laces are particularly effective at removing concrete shadowing 
below reinforcement and confined areas not easily accessible by, or hard to reach 
for the robot. 
3.5 Waste Material Generated 
When concrete is broken out using hydrodemolition large quantities of cement 
particle laden water is generated along with aggregates.  In most cases a road 
sweeper follows behind the hydrodemolition robot and cleans up this waste by 
means of the vacuum equipment on the sweeper. The material is then removed 
from site for treatment or emptied into a settling tank on the project to be disposed 
of later. On larger jobs it may be more economical to control the flow of waste 
water to a bunded area to be disposed of later. 
Note: The cement particle laden water (slurry) should be cleaned up as soon as 
possible after hydrodemolition and not allow to dry on the remaining concrete. 
The slurry paste strongly adheres to the concrete surface and if allowed dry will 
have to be cleaned away to provide a clean, bondable surface (Weyers, et al, 1993, 
p.237). 
3.5.1     Waste Water 
A description of the waste water generated from hydrodemolition and appropriate 
ways of treating this water is provided by The International Concrete Repair 
Institute (2004c, p.13):  
Hydrodemolition wastewater contains suspended particles and typically 
has a pH of 11 to 12.5. The wastewater is initially placed in settling tanks 
or ponds to reduce the suspended solids. The particles are heavy and settle 
out quickly as the water is allowed to stand. This can also be 
accomplished by allowing the water to pass through a series of berms that 
are lined with filter fabric or hay bales. 
 
The controlling authorities for discharge have varying requirements for 
the level of suspended solids and the range of pH for discharge into their 
system. Typically the water should be clear and the pH range between 5 
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and 10. Ponding the water will clarify it; however, the pH of the 
wastewater may have to be reduced prior to discharge. This can be 
accomplished by the introduction of acid, CO2 or other pH reducing 
materials into the wastewater. Adding flocculants can assist in reducing 
suspended solids. A location for settling ponds or tanks and pH reducing 
equipment should be determined. 
 
The cost to discharge wastewater ranges from the cost of a discharge 
permit to charges for the actual water consumed and discharged. The cost 
of water consumed is generally that of commercial water usage within the 
community. The controlling authority may require monitoring and testing 
of the wastewater. Local ordinance requirements must be reviewed and 
met prior to discharge, including the obtaining of proper permits. 
 
3.5.2     Debris 
Where large amounts of concrete have been broken out it is good practice to 
recycle the aggregate. On smaller jobs the aggregate would normally be disposed 
of to landfill. 
3.6 Health and Safety 
When water is propelled at high velocities to break out concrete, there are a 
number of risks to the personnel operating the hydrodemolition equipment and 
also to people in the vicinity of the equipment. The extent of the risk is greatly 
dependant on the hydrodemolition method used. 
3.6.1 Hand lancing 
Hand lancing hydrodemolition safety concerns include: 
1. Jet reaction force. 
Hydrodemolition using a hand lance involves the operator holding the lance and 
directing it at the concrete to be broken out. This process requires the body to 
absorb the backward thrust exerted by the water jet which leads to operator 
fatigue. The more tired a person becomes the more frequent errors occur. 
Mistakes operating high pressure water jetting equipment can lead to serious 
injury.  
Note: European regulations state hand-held hydrodemolition devices cannot be 
used without being fixed if the jet reaction force exceeds 250N (Momber, 2005, 
p.83).   
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2. Water jet. 
The water travels down the lance and is expelled at high pressure from the lance 
nozzle. As the hand lance needs to be as free moving as possible there is no 
protective shroud around the nozzle. This could potentially lead to serious injury 
to the operator from the high pressured water jet and from flying debris being 
expelled at high velocity from the concrete surface. These risks are reduced but 
not removed with the operator wearing a full body protective suit and the work 
area being fenced in. 
 
3.  Noise. 
The lower noise exposure rate for an 8 hour shift is 80 decibels (Ireland, Safety, 
Health and Welfare at Work (General Application) Regulations, 2007, p.55). 
According to research done by Hutt et al (2004, p.13) the amount of noise 
generated during hand lancing of concrete is between 95-115 decibels, it was 
found the closer the lance nozzle is to the concrete surface the lower the noise 
level emitted.  
3.6.2 Robotic Devices 
In comparison to hydrodemolition hand lances, robotic devices are safer pieces of 
hydrodemolition equipment as they remove a lot of the risks to the operator. The 
robot is computer controlled and remotely operated which means that 
hydrodemolition work can be carried out with the operator a relatively safe 
distance from the high pressured water jet.  The rubber shroud surrounding the 
water jet cutting head helps prevent much of the high pressured water and debris 
from escaping the concrete removal zone which greatly reduces the risk of injury 
to the operator and site personnel.  
After an extensive search I could not find any data on the noise levels produced 
by a hydrodemolition robot. However the research done by Hutt et al (2004) on 
hydrodemolition hand lancing is a good means to estimate the noise which would 
be produced by a hydrodemolition robot. Hutt et al (2004, p.13) found that the 
closer the hand lance was to the concrete surface the lower the noise level 
produced. As a hydrodemolition robot keeps the cutting nozzle as close to the 
concrete surface as possible and the concrete cutting zone is enclosed by a rubber 
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shroud, it would be safe to assume that the noise produced from a 
hydrodemolition robot is significantly lower than the 95-115 decibels that is 
produced by hand lancing. 
3.7    Conclusions 
Hydrodemolition robots are very versatile concrete removal machines. With the 
addition of various pieces of equipment there are not many parts of a structure a 
hydrodemolition robot cannot tackle. When a robot is programmed correctly 
selectively removal of poor quality concrete only can be achieved. The surface 
remaining after water jetting is free of damage and is of high strength which 
should increase the bond strength of any repairs carried out. When concrete is 
removed by hydrodemolition, the broken out cement and sand mix together with 
the water to form an abrasive jet which cleans (without damaging) the 
reinforcement. This is a positive result as rust and dirt on reinforcing steel will 
reduce the ability of the concrete to bond to the steel.  
The inability of hydrodemolition robots to remove concrete under tightly packed 
or large diameter reinforcement is a major drawback. This slows down 
productivity and also means hand lancing equipment will have to be used. 
Hydrodemolition hand lancing lacks the safety benefits of hydrodemolition robots 
and should be utilised sparingly.  A large amount of cement laden water is 
generated as a result of hydrodemolition which cannot be disposed of without 
treatment which is a further drawback.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Chapter 4 - Established
4.1     Introduction 
Hydrodemolition is a relatively new concrete removal method, having only been 
around for the last 30
the more common alternative concrete removal techniques which produce similar 
results to that of hydrodemolition 
4.2     Classification for Concrete Removal
Figure 4.1 - Concrete Removal Zones (Weyers et al., 1993, p.202)
Weyers et al., (2001) 
removal zones in a reinforced concrete slab as follows:
1. Surface concrete
This is the concrete that lies at the top of the slab and is the first area
exposed to weathering and chemical attack and mechanical impart. The minimum 
amount of work is required to remove surface damage and
lasting bond between 
 
 Concrete Removal Techniques
-40 years. The purpose of this chapter is to describe some of 
and their particular strengths and weaknesses.
 
with the aid of figure 4.1 describe the 4 different concrete 
 
. 
 to 
the existing concrete and the repair material.
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2. Cover concrete. 
Cover concrete is defined as the concrete which lies between the first layer of 
reinforcing steel and the concrete surface. The removal of this concrete is not 
impeded by the reinforcement. 
 
3.  Matrix concrete. 
 
 Matrix concrete is the concrete which lies around and just below the steel 
reinforcement. The removal tasks are heavily restricted by the need to work in 
tight spaces around, below, and between individual bars. Weak or damaged 
concrete in this zone is therefore very difficult to remove. A minimum depth of 
25mm below the reinforcing steel is required to allow the replacement concrete to 
flow freely under the steel and to fill any voids created. 
 
4.  Core concrete.  
 
Core concrete as the name suggests forms the bulk of the structural element and 
depending on the type of reinforced structure, either lies beneath or between the 
reinforcement. The removal task is inhibited by the reinforcing steel that was 
exposed when the matrix concrete was removed. Conventional cutting, grinding, 
and sawing techniques cannot be used. The quantity of concrete in this zone is 
dictated by the size and type of the structural member. Thin deck sections contain 
little core concrete material, while piers and pile caps may contain a fairly large 
amount.  
 
4.3 Established Concrete Removal Techniques 
 
There are a number of concrete removal methods which would be considered 
common place on most construction sites, the selection of the removal method is 
dependent on the location of the concrete to be removed i.e. is it surface, cover, 
matrix or core concrete to be removed. The types of concrete removal techniques 
include: 
 
 4.3.1     Scabbling  
Figure 4.2 – Floor
 
Scabblers come in 3 various types namely
4.2).  
• Floor scabbler
horizontal surfaces.
• Pole scabbler
vertically by the operator
surfaces. 
• Hand scabbler
scrabble concrete over very small or hard to reach areas both on horiz
and vertical surfaces.
 
All 3 types of scabbler work on the same principle,
impact the concrete surface 
and 6mm (Weyers et al., 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      
, Pole and Hand Scabblers (Hss Outsource,
; floor, pole and hand scrabbler
 - Self-propelled machine which can only work on large 
 
 – Medium sized compressed air powered device held 
, used to scrabble small areas on horizontal 
 – Small compressed air powered hand held device, used to 
 
 pneumatically driven bits 
which pulverise the concrete to a depth between 
1993, p.203).   
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 2012) 
s (figure 
ontal 
1mm 
 4.3.2 Milling 
Figure 4.3 - 
A milling machine (figure
an operator. A milling machine 
of numerous tungsten
Milling machines can remove large amounts of concrete but are 
only being able to work on the 
concrete above the reinforcing steel, 
damage if they are cut or
p.204).   
              
Figure 4.4 - Action of Milling Machine
Road milling machine (Bomag Fayat Group, 2012)
 4.3) is a large diesel engine powered machine driven by 
removes concrete by the cutting / grinding
 tipped teeth mounted on a rotating drum
horizontal and only being able to remove the cover 
 the reinforcement can be suffer major 
 snagged by the rotating teeth (Weyers et al., 
 (Weyers et al, 1993, p.204)
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 action 
 (figure 4.4).  
constrained to 
1993, 
 
 
 4.3.3 Pneumatic Breakers 
Figure 4.5 - Breaking out concrete using jackhammer (Jackhammer, 2012)
 Pneumatic breakers
currently the most common 
construction jobs. Breakers are hand
deliver a series of high
pieces. The amount of concrete broken out using a breaker depends on two 
criteria, the size of the 
of the operator (Weyers et al., 1993, p.20
 If mechanical breakers contact the reinforcement
can result, which may lead to damage between the concrete and the reinforcing
steel in areas surrounding the repair (
Figure 4.6 - Damage to Reinforcement / Concrete (R
 
 
 (figure 4.5) commonly known as jackhammers are
method of breaking out concrete for repair on 
-held and driven by compressed air which 
-frequency blows to break up the concrete into small 
breaker which varies in size from 4kg to 55kg 
5).   
 (figure 4.6) 
Pearson et al., 2002, p.65). 
ampart Hydro Services
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a lot of 
and the skill 
vibrations 
 
 
, 2012b 
 4.3.4 Vehicle Mounted 
Figure 4.7 – Backhoe with Concrete Breaker (R.K. & Company, 2012)
Where large areas of concrete are to be broken out vehicle mounted breaking 
breakers would commonly be selected
(sometimes called JCB’s
easily converted from their
should have sufficient hyd
breaker attachment. 
2001).  
Figure 4.8 - Excavator converted to concrete breaker (Sanas 
The vehicle mounted breakers
ability to work on both on the horizontal and vertical due to the manoeuvrability 
of the boom. The concret
a hydraulic boom which 
operator relatively far
both a positive and negative, it grea
breaking operation but 
Breakers 
. Existing site plant such as backhoe’s 
 figure 4.7) and excavation equipment 
 primary function into a concrete breaker.
raulic capacity to operate both the boom and the
(ACI Committee 555. and American Concrete Institute
Engineering, 2012
 
 
 can be either wheel or track mounted and have the 
e breaker is attached to the main body of the 
is then controlled from the vehicle cab which places the 
 away from the area of concrete to be broken out.
tly reduces the risk to the operator from 
adversely affects the visibility of the surface to be broken 
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(figure 4.8) are 
 The vehicle 
 
, 
 
) 
vehicle via 
 This is 
the 
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out to the operator. For this reason it is highly likely that excessive amounts of 
concrete will be broken out and reinforcement will be damaged.  
4.4    Remaining Concrete Surface 
Scabbling 
As described by Smoak (1997), the use of scabblers greatly increases the number 
of micro fractures in the remaining concrete. Further efforts by means of high 
pressure water, sand or shot blasting will be required to remove the resulting 
damage to the concrete surface. 
Milling 
When concrete is removed using a milling machine, the concrete is removed to a 
uniform depth regardless of concrete quality which may lead to un-sound concrete 
not being removed (International Concrete Repair institute, 2004, p.2). As a result 
of the milling action there is a potential for a layer of damaged concrete to be 
produced with micro fractures penetrating the concrete substrate by 12mm to 
15mm. These micro fractures reduce the concrete strength and leave a poor 
surface for the repair material to bond to (Weyers et al., 1993, p.228).   
Hand-held Pneumatic Breakers 
A rough, uneven and irregular concrete surface is produced when concrete is 
removed using a breaker which is good surface for a repair material to bond to 
(Weyers et al., 1993, p.218).  The uneven and irregular surface is obviously a 
positive but the impacting of the breaker on the concrete surface also causes a 
weak layer or potential failure plane to be created directly below the broken out 
surface (Pearson et al., 2002, p.65).   
Vehicle Mounted Breakers 
The large impact forces generated from the vehicle mounted breakers will result 
in similar damage to the concrete as is caused by the hand-held pneumatic 
breaking but on a larger scale. 
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4.5 Health and Safety 
4.5.1  Hand Held Equipment 
Both scabblers and pneumatic breakers are hand held devices which transfer the 
vibrations from the impact forces generated during their operation to the human 
body. Prolonged exposure to these vibrations can lead to illnesses such as Carpal 
Tunnel and Hand-Arm Vibration Syndromes.  
BOMEL Limited (2003) describes hand transmitted vibrations as the length of 
time the acceleration of the equipment is in contact with the hand and is expressed 
in metres per second squared (m/s2). The amount of vibration a worker is 
subjected to per day is therefore dependant on how much the device vibrates and 
the duration of exposure to the vibration (BOMEL, 2003).  To try and reduce the 
potential for these vibratory illnesses to occur Ireland, Safety, Health and Welfare 
at Work (General Application) Regulations (2007) limit the daily exposure to 
hand transmitted vibrations to 2.5 m/s2 for an eight-hour shift. 
4.5.2  Vehicular Equipment 
The risk of injury to the operator is minimal using vehicle mounted breaker to 
remove concrete. The enclosed cab of the machine protects the operator from 
flying debris and dust which also greatly reduces the noise level. In the case of 
milling equipment, the machine is operated from a cab positioned high above the 
defective concrete. This removes the risk of injury to the operator from the 
equipment’s grinding teeth. In most cases the cab of the machines is not enclosed 
which places the operator at risk from dust and noise. 
4.5.3  Common Safety Concerns 
4.5.3.1   Dust 
Two of the main components of concrete namely the aggregate and cement 
contain crystalline silica (HSE, 2004). Through the actions of breaking concrete 
by milling or mechanical impact methods large amount of crystalline silica laden 
dust can be generated.  The inhalation of crystalline silica dust can result in 
irreversible lung damage called silicosis which has few treatment options and in 
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extreme cases can be debilitating or even fatal (Health and Safety Authority, 
2010).  
4.5.3.2   Noise Level 
Scabblers produce a noise level of 100 decibels with pneumatic breakers being 
even higher at130 decibels (Bielby et al., 2008, p.102). There is a lack of 
information on the levels of noise produced from milling machines with no data 
readily available. From personal site experience the noise produced from milling 
is at a similar level to that produced from pneumatic breakers. 
The level of noise produced from each concrete removal method is well in excess 
of the lower noise exposure rate for an 8 hour shift of 80 decibels as stated in the 
safety, health and welfare at work (general application) regulations (2007, p.55).  
It should be noted that the decibel scale is logarithmic. For every increase of 3 
decibels the noise is twice as loud (Bielby et al., 2008, p.102). 
4.5.3.3   Site Personnel 
If proper protective measures are not put in place site personnel can be at risk of 
injury from flying debris generated by the breaking processes of hand held and 
vehicle mounted pneumatic breakers. As is the case with any driven machinery 
there is risk of personnel getting impacted which could result in very serious 
injury. People operating the equipment and site personnel are at risk from dust and 
noise if they are in the immediate vicinity of the concrete removal. 
4.6     Conclusions 
Each of the methods described in this chapter leave the remaining concrete 
damaged after their concrete removal processes. The damage namely micro 
fractures or cracks would require further work by either sandblasting or 
hydrodemolition to remedy. This slows down the whole repair process.  
There are a number of risks to operators and site personnel common to each 
method. The potential for ear and lung damage is high if appropriate protective 
equipment is not worn. Hand arm vibration is of particular concern to vibratory 
hand held breaking equipment. To minimise this risk regular breaks and changing 
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of personnel using the equipment is necessary which slows down the productivity 
of these methods. 
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Chapter 5 - Comparison of Concrete Removal Methods 
5.1 Introduction 
Each concrete removal method has their own particular strengths and weaknesses. 
The purpose of this section is to use the knowledge gained from the previous 
chapters to compare and critically assess each method. 
5.2 Concrete Removal  
5.2.1 Selective Removal 
When concrete is removed by impacting methods (milling machines, pneumatic 
breakers and vehicle mounted breakers) the amount of concrete removed is 
controlled by the operator. It is very difficult for the operator to visually and 
physically determine the quality and strength of the remaining concrete once the 
obvious areas of damage have been removed. In most cases the operator will be 
instructed to remove concrete to a specified depth below the un-sound concrete. 
This can lead to areas of good quality concrete being removed along with poor 
quality and areas of lower strength / deteriorated concrete left behind which in 
reality need to be removed.  
A hydrodemolition robot has the ability when calibrated on site correctly to 
selectively remove un-sound from good quality concrete. If the robot is set to a 
specified depth it will remove concrete to this depth as well as removing 
deteriorated or under strength concrete encountered below this depth. By 
selectively removing under strength and deteriorated concrete only a high strength 
concrete substrate remains which will result in a strong, high quality and durable 
repair.   
In contrast, when removing concrete with a hydrodemolition hand lance unsound 
concrete cannot be selectively removed from good concrete. As is the case with 
hand held pneumatic breakers, the quality of the concrete remaining after hand 
lancing is dictated by the skill of the operator. 
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5.2.2   Remaining Concrete  
Scabbling, milling, pneumatic breakers and vehicle mounted breakers remove 
concrete by impacting the concrete surface. This leads to damage to the remaining 
concrete, that is the aggregate becomes cracked and split with micro fractures 
created in the concrete surface (International Concrete Repair institute, 2004, p.1).  
If the repair work is carried out without the damaged concrete being remedied a 
weak zone or failure plane will be created between the concrete substrate and the 
repair materials which will result in a reduction in bond strength. Pull off tests 
show that the “weak zone” has a tensile bond strength of 10-50% of the tensile 
strength of remaining concrete or repair material (Winkler, 2005, P.20), i.e. the 
repair will fail due to the low tensile bond strength to the damaged concrete 
surface not the concrete substrate or repair material. 
Hydrodemolition breaks out concrete in a non-invasive way. The high pressure 
water attacks weak points in the concrete allowing the water to penetrate the 
concrete surface and break away the aggregate from the cementious paste. As this 
process is merely breaking the aggregate away from the cementious paste and not 
mechanically impacting the surface no micro cracks or damage is created in the 
remaining concrete. The only reason for remedial work to be necessary after 
hydrodemolition is if a water jet penetrates completely through a slab (blow out), 
which would require making good. 
5.2.3 Reinforcing Steel 
It is highly likely that when concrete is broken out by hand held or vehicle 
mounted pneumatic breakers reinforcing steel will get damaged. Each process is 
greatly dependant on what the operator can see and their skill using the 
equipment. According to the International Concrete Repair Institute (2004, p.2) 
breaking concrete by impact methods transmit vibrations through the 
reinforcement. These vibrations can break the bond between the steel and the 
remaining concrete and also cause further micro fractures in the concrete.  
A milling machine is used to remove surface and cover concrete only which 
should mean no reinforcement is damaged. In reality the cover to the 
reinforcement may not be of a uniform depth (especially on older structures) 
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which may lead to reinforcement becoming damaged in a similar way to 
pneumatic methods by this process.  
5.3    Bond Strength  
There have been many references made in hydrodemolition literature of the 
increased bond strength of a surface prepared by hydrodemolition compared to 
surfaces prepared by other concrete removal methods. From my extensive 
research I have only found one set of valid tests results to back up these 
assertions. These tests were carried out at the Stockholm Institute of Technology 
Sweden in 1990 by Johan Silfwerbrand.  
5.3.1   Bond Strength Tests 
The tests were carried out by Silfwerbrand (1990) as follows: 
The tests were performed on five 2m square composite slabs with a combined 
thickness of 150mm. A further two slabs were also cast, one when the base slab 
was cast and the other when the overlay slab was cast. The cube strength for the 
base concrete and overlay concrete was found to be 56 MPa (7540 psi) and 52 
MPa (8120) respectively. Four out of the five base slabs were cast to a depth of 
120mm, with the fifth slab being cast to a depth of 100mm. After seven months 
the concrete was deemed to have reached sufficient strength to begin the surface 
preparation. Approximately 20mm of concrete was removed from each of the four 
150mm thick slabs. Concrete was removed from two of the slabs by a 
hydrodemolition robot and by hand-held pneumatic breakers on the other two. 
The surface of the fifth slab was prepared by sand blasting which only removed 
the cementious paste from the concrete surface. A 50mm concrete overly was then 
cast onto each slab. The composite slabs were allowed to harden for 12 months 
until the concrete attained its full strength. Full depth core holes of 100mm 
diameter were then removed from the five composite slabs and pull of tests 
carried out. 15 cores were taken from the water jet prepared composite slabs, 16 
from the composite slabs prepared by pneumatic breaker and 8 from the 
composite slab prepared by sandblasting. 4 cores were also taken from each of the 
monolithic slabs cast from the base and overlay concrete. 
 It should be noted that when a concrete surface is removed using milling 
machines or scabbling equipment sand blasting should be carried out. This is a 
necessary measure to remove as much as of the micro fractures from the 
remaining concrete surface as possible. 
5.3.2    Pull off Test Results
The pull off test results on the concrete slabs by Silfwerbrand (1990) can be found 
in Appendix A. The following
5.3.2.1   Interface Failure
    
Figure 5.1 – Pull off Test Percentage Interface Failure
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The graph in figure 5.2 shows the average failure stress at the interface for a water 
jet, pneumatic breaker and sandblasted prepared surface. As can be seen in the 
graph the water jetted surface fails under the greatest stress (2.2MPa), over twice 
as much as that of a surface prepared by pneumatic breaker (0.9MPa). The 
sandblasted surface performed quite well and failed under a stress of (1.7MPa).  
5.3.3   Test Conclusions 
Water jet prepared surfaces performed best in the tests overall having the fewest 
interface failures and highest failure stresses. According to Silfwerbrand (1990, 
pp. 63-66) the difference in interface strength between each prepared surface is 
directly related to the surface roughness and amount of micro cracks in the 
remaining concrete surface.  
 Removing concrete with a pneumatic breaker leaves a rough surface but this 
surface has a relatively high interface failure percentage and a low failure stress. 
This shows a rough surface alone will not produce a good surface for a repair 
material to bond to. If the surface contains a large number of micro cracks the 
bond produced will be of poor strength and fail under low stress. 
Sandblasting concrete produces a fairly smooth surface with no micro cracks yet 
has a high percentage of interface failures but nearly twice the bond strength in 
comparison to the surface produced by pneumatic breakers. This suggests the 
surface texture is important but the most critical factor in producing a high 
strength bond is to eliminate micro cracks as much as possible. 
The water jetted surface performed best in the tests producing the highest strength 
bond and also the fewest number of interface failures between the three concrete 
removal methods. As water jetted surfaces produce a rough micro crack free 
surface this would seem to validate the conclusions made by Silfwerbrand (1990) 
that the interface strength is directly related to the surface roughness and amount 
of micro cracks in the remaining concrete surface. 
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5.4   Health and Safety 
5.4.1    Established Concrete Removal Techniques 
Each concrete removal technique has their own specific health and safety 
strengths and weaknesses. If concrete is removed over a prolonged period using 
hand held pneumatic breakers or scabblers the operators long term health is at risk 
from hand-arm vibration syndrome or carpal tunnel syndrome. Removing 
defective concrete by vehicular means removes the hand-arm vibration and carpal 
tunnel risk and in general is a safe removal technique for the operator. However 
large site machinery pose a threat of injury to site personnel working in their 
vicinity, if struck be a vehicle mounted breaker or a milling machine serious 
injury could result.  
The noise generated from each concrete removal technique is in excess of the 
lower exposure rate of 80 decibels as set out in the safety, health and welfare at 
work (general application) regulations (2007, p.55). Suitable ear protection must 
be worn for each method to prevent ear damage.  
When concrete is removed by milling machines, scabblers, hand held pneumatic 
breakers and vehicle mounted breakers large amounts of silica laden dust is 
generated. This dust will not only affect the person operating the various 
equipment but also any site personnel downwind of the removal operation. 
Inhaling crystalline silica dust can damage the lungs and lead to silicosis which 
has few treatments (Health and Safety Authority, 2010). 
5.4.2    Hydrodemolition 
5.4.2.1   Hydrodemolition Robot 
In comparison to the more established concrete removal methods concrete 
removal by a hydrodemolition robot has very few health and safety concerns. As 
the concrete removal is a wet process no dust is generated negating the need for 
dust masks. The water jet is protected by a rubber shroud which minimises the 
risk of injury to the operator and site personnel from the cutting process. The 
robots can be radio controlled which places the operator a safe distance away from 
the cutting zone which further removes the treat of injury to the operator. As the 
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machine is capable of working at height without the need of a scaffold to be set up 
there is no working at height associated risks. There is a lack of information 
regarding the noise generated from hydrodemolition robots. If the research done 
by Hutt et al (2004) is used as a guide, it can be safe to assume that the noise 
generated from concrete removal using a hydrodemolition robot is a lot less than 
the 95-115 decibels produced by hand lancing.  
5.4.2.2    Hand lancing 
In terms of safety Hand lancing does not perform as well as a hydrodemolition 
robot. Although there is no risk of hand arm vibration syndrome from hand 
lancing the body is put under a lot of stress from resisting the backward thrust 
generated by the water jet. This can lead to operator fatigue. There is no 
protection around the water jet nozzle to stop the broken out aggregate from 
becoming airborne. An operator wears protective clothing which will minimise 
the risk of injury from flying debris. If a fellow worker however is in the vicinity 
of hand lancing operation and is not suitably protected, getting struck by a piece 
of aggregate traveling at high velocity could result in serious injury. The noise 
generated by hand lancing is between 95-115 decibels (Hutt et al., 2004, p.13) is 
in excess of the lower noise exposure rate for an 8 hour shift is 80 decibels 
(Ireland, Safety, Health and Welfare at Work (General Application) Regulations, 
2007, p.55). If appropriate hearing protection is not worn hearing damage will 
result. 
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 Chapter 6 – Conclusions and Recommendations 
Figure 6.1 – Comparison of Concrete Removal Techniques 
6.1   Conclusions 
Hydrodemolition Robots 
If the performance of each concrete removal technique is ranked as in figure 6.1, 
it can be seen that hydrodemolition robots outperform the more established 
concrete removal methods in every criteria. Hydrodemolition unlike the more 
established concrete removal methods removes concrete in one operation. There is 
no need to sandblast the remaining surface as no micro cracks are produced from 
the hydrodemolition process. When the robot is programmed correctly it can 
selectively remove bad concrete from good which leaves a strong robust substrate 
behind. The micro crack free, rough irregular surface produced and high quality 
substrate give hydrodemolition the highest repair bond strength of any of the 
concrete removal methods. The technique also cleans away rust from the 
reinforcing steel without causing any damage. There is little risk to the operator of 
the robot as the motion of the water jet is controlled by computer, is surrounded 
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by a protective shroud and is remotely monitored a safe distance from the cutting 
process. The protective shroud also minimises the risk of injury from flying debris 
to site personnel. Hydrodemolition robots are not restricted to working on 
horizontal surfaces, they operate equally well on vertical surfaces which is another 
positive. With the addition of various pieces of kit, hydrodemolition robots can be 
altered to work at height, to the side of and under bridge beams and around 
columns. 
A large amount of water (80–240 l/min) is used when unsound concrete is 
removed by the hydrodemolition process. If the cost of water increases it may 
lessen the attractiveness of hydrodemolition concrete removal technique in 
construction. The waste water generated after the defective concrete has been 
removed in most cases cannot be disposed of directly into water courses or 
drainage gullies. The slurry needs to collected, allowed to settle and then treated 
before it can be disposed of safely. This is an added cost that the more established 
methods don’t incur. If the reinforcement is tightly packed or of large diameter, 
concrete underneath the bars may not be accessible by the robots water jet. This 
will require further work either by hand lancing or jack hammers to remove the 
concrete remnants under the reinforcing steel.  
In conclusion the benefits associated with hydrodemolition robots far out way the 
negatives. If a strong durable repair bond is required a hydrodemolition surface is 
the best choice. 
Hand lancing 
As can been seen from figure 6.1 hand lancing does not perform particularly well. 
Removal of concrete by hand lancing should only be used as a last resort measure. 
Although it has some benefits, most notably no micro cracks are created in the 
remaining concrete, the many negatives out way the positives. Hand lancing 
places the operator at risk of injury from the un-shrouded water jet and flying 
debris. The operator is also subjected to a lot of strain from resisting the backward 
thrust of the water jet. The inability of selective removal of concrete by hand 
lancing is also a major drawback. 
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6.1.1    Limitations of Thesis 
At the beginning of this thesis it was hoped that an appraisal of the cost and 
efficiency of the hydrodemolition technique would be included in this work. A 
number of attempts were made to source information on these areas with little 
success. Following industry consultation with the integrated systems manager of 
Hydroblast Gerald McDonald some of the reasons for the lack of information on 
the efficiency and cost of hydrodemolition were explained to me. According to 
McDonald (2012) it is very difficult to price a hydrodemolition job as there are a 
lot of variables to consider. The main variables which dictate the cost of a 
hydrodemolition job are: 
• Depth 
• Quality of concrete 
• Size and distribution of reinforcement 
• Whether the job is continuous or discontinuous 
• The quantity of concrete to be removed 
The variables which dictate the cost of a hydrodemolition job can be summed up 
in two words, time and quantity. The depth of removal, quality of concrete, size 
and distribution of reinforcement and whether the job is continuous or not will all 
increase or decrease the removal time. The longer the job takes the more 
expensive it will be. As equipment would have to transported to site along with 
trained personal to operate the equipment it would be logical to assume that 
removal of small quantities of defective concrete would not be viable. The cost of 
mobilisation would outweigh the many benefits associated with hydrodemolition. 
Note: Interview of McDonald (2012) is attached in appendix B. 
6.2     Recommendations 
There is very little information readily available on the merits of hydrodemolition. 
For use of the technique to become more widespread, hydrodemolition contractors 
and manufacturers must produce more literature on the subject. This will help 
make people in construction more aware of the versatility of hydrodemolition 
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robots, the relatively safe, risk free robot operation and the many structural 
benefits associated with a water jetted surface. 
Further research and development is needed to come up with ways of removing 
concrete from the underside of reinforcement using a robot. Currently this 
concrete is removed using a hydrodemolition hand lance which is a cumbersome 
process with many safety concerns. A hydrodemolition robot with the capabilities 
of removing concrete from under reinforcing would be a major technological 
advancement and make removing concrete by hydrodemolition even more 
attractive. 
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Appendix A 
Slab  Core  Interface Treatment Failure Failure 
no. No.   Stress (Mpa) Mode 
1 11 Pneumatic Hammer 1.18 Base 
  12 0.92 Base 
  13 1.20 Base 
  14 1.82 Base 
  15 1.03 Base 
  16 1.45 Base 
  17 1.55 Base 
  18 0.88 Interface 
2 21 Pneumatic Hammer 0.83 Base 
  22 1.03 Base 
  23 0.98 Interface 
  24 1.02 Base 
  25 0.90 Interface 
  26 0.71 Base 
  27 0.97 Base 
  28   1.13 Interface 
3 31 Water-jet 1.88 Base 
  32 1.53 Base 
  33 2.28 Base 
  34 1.84 Base 
  35 1.64 Base 
  37 1.82 Base 
  38 1.78 Base 
  41   2.12 Base 
4 42 Water-jet 2.23 Interface 
  43 2.04 Base 
  44 2.47 Base 
  45 2.11 Base 
  46 2.20 Base 
  47 2.01 Base 
  48 1.77 Base 
5 51 Sandblasting 2.93 Base 
  52 2.35 Base 
  53 2.69 Interface 
  54 3.04 Base 
  55 3.04 Base 
  56 2.51 Base 
  57 1.86 Interface 
  58   0.64 Interface 
6 61 Monolithic Cast of 2.24   
  62 Concrete used for the 1.82   
  63 Base Layer 2.25   
  64 2.30   
7 71 Monolithic Cast of 3.60   
  72 Concrete used for the 3.53   
  73 Overlay 3.65   
  74   2.90   
1Failure mainly in the base layer     
2Failure mainly an interface failure     
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Gerald McDonald Interview 
At what operating pressure does concrete cut concrete? 
Where there is no restriction to water supply the jet cuts concrete at high pressure 
15000 psi with a flow rate of 220l/min, in areas where water supply is scare or the 
working isn’t capable of retaining large amounts of water ultra-high pressure is 
used. 
Is there difference any the results using high or ultra-high pressures? 
No the results obtained are the same. 
How is the robot set to cut a particular depth of concrete? 
In general the pressure exerted by the pump is not used to regulate the cutting 
depth. Cutting of concrete to a specified depth is achieved in a number of ways: 
• Increase or decrease the rate the jet passes back and forth across the 
surface 
• Increase or decrease the rate of forward movement 
• Adjust the angle of attack of the water jet i.e. change the rotation or 
oscillation angles 
Is there any pressure loss from the power pack to the robot? 
The length of hose dictates how much pressure loss from the power pack to the 
robot, this loss is greatly reduced be using a large supply hose which reduces 
friction in the supply line and therefore reduces pressure loss. The loss is quite 
low and doesn’t result in any meaningful loss of pressure.  
How much does it cost to remove 1m3 of concrete? 
It is very hard to dictate how expensive a hydrodemolition job would be, there are 
a lot of variables to consider such as: 
• What is the depth of concrete to be removed? 
• What is the condition / strength of the concrete? 
• What size is the reinforcement? 
• How tightly packed is the reinforcement? 
• Is the job continuous or discontinuous? (Is all the concrete to be broken 
out in one area or is the concrete to be broken out dotted all over the site) 
• Is there a large quantity to be broken out or a small amount? 
Are people in the construction industry aware of hydrodemolition robots as a 
means to remove concrete? 
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Not particularly, when people think of hydrodemolition, hand lancing is the more 
widely known method. Hand lancing is the least effective, least productive, 
quality control is difficult to achieve as its dependant on the ability of the operator 
and health and safety is an issue. 
What are the main issues with hand lancing? 
• The operator’s movements are restricted as they’re in a protective suit  
• Their vision is impaired by the large amounts of water coming from the jet 
making quality control difficult 
• They are at risk from debris being expelled from the concrete surface 
• Fatigue becomes an issue from resisting the back thrusts from the hand 
lance which require regular breaks or a number of operators where there 
are large amounts of concrete to be jetted. 
 
